
Abstract. Memory T-cell populations in human antitumor
tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) for adoptive cell
transfer have not been fully characterized. Our studies
demonstrated that CD62L, CD27 and CD28 positive effector
memory T-cells were present in the TIL samples from the
tumor tissues of melanoma patients and T-cell expansion led
to the significant loss of memory T-cells. CD27- and CD28-
positive T-cells had high levels of CD44 expression. T-Cell
expansion resulted in significant down-regulation of CD44
expression. Interleukin-2 (IL-2) and anti-CD3 antibody
stimulation may be responsible for CD44 down-regulation on
CD8+ T-cells during expansion. Furthermore, CD44 down-
regulation using small interfering RNA (siRNA) on TILs
dramatically reduced interferon-gamma and IL-2 release
upon tumor stimulation. These results suggest that the
regulation of CD44 expression in TILs may play an
important role in memory T-cell maintenance and antitumor
immune response.

Recent clinical trials have shown that immunotherapy
involving adoptive cell transfer with autologous tumor-
specific tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) along with
high-dose interleukin-2 (IL-2) administration following
lymphodepletion chemotherapy can cause tumor regression
in approximately 50% of treated patients with refractory
metastatic melanoma (1, 2). Because transferred lymphocytes
play an important role in mediating tumor regression after
adoptive cell transfer, T-cell survival and persistence in vivo

after treatment is believed to be critical for successful
adoptive immunotherapy. Sequence analysis of T-cell
receptor (TCR) beta chain variable gene products expressed
in the administered TILs and peripheral blood lymphocytes
obtained from melanoma patients after adoptive cell transfer
demonstrated that there is a significant correlation between
tumor regression and the degree of persistence in the
peripheral blood of adoptively transferred T-cells, suggesting
that inadequate T-cell persistence may represent a major
factor limiting responses to adoptive immunotherapy (3-6).
Further studies demonstrated that telomere length of
transferred T-cells correlated with in vivo T-cell persistence
and clinical responses in melanoma patients after adoptive
immunotherapy (7). 

It is well established that memory T-cell populations are
maintained for a long time, and the anamnestic response that
is mediated by memory T-cells is more rapid and aggressive
than the primary response (8). Thus, transfer of cells with
memory properties, including a heightened recall response and
the ability to undergo self-renewal, may be superior mediators
of an antitumor response (9). Recent studies indicated that
memory T-lymphocytes contain distinct populations of central
memory and effector memory cells characterized by distinct
homing capacity and effector function (10, 11). Protective
memory is mediated by effector memory T-cells that migrate
to inflamed peripheral tissues and display immediate effector
function, whereas long-term memory is mediated by central
memory T-cells that home to T-cell areas of secondary
lymphoid organs, have little or no immediate effector function,
but readily proliferate and differentiate into effector cells in
response to antigenic stimulation (12). Human central memory
T-cells are CD45R0+ memory cells that constitutively express
C-C chemokine receptor type 7 (CCR7) and L-selectin
(CD62L). Following TCR triggering, these memory cells
produce mainly IL-2, but after proliferation they efficiently
differentiate into effector cells and produce large amounts of
interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) or IL-4. On the contrary, human
effector memory T-cells are memory cells that have lost the
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constitutive expression of CCR7, are heterogeneous for
CD62L expression, and display characteristic sets of
chemokine receptors and adhesion molecules that are required
for homing to inflamed tissues. They are characterized by
rapid effector function. CD8+ effector memory T-cells carry
large amounts of perforin, and both CD4 and CD8 produce
IFN-γ, IL-4 and IL-5 within hours following antigenic
stimulation (10). Thus, in humans, the effector memory pool
contains bona fide T-helper 1 (TH1), TH2, and cytotoxic T
lymphocytes (CTL) (10). 

Subsets of central and effector memory T-cells with distinct
functional programs can be identified according to the
expression of their surface molecules. Co-stimulatory
molecules were the first markers used to dissect the
heterogeneity of memory T-cells. CD27 and CD28, which are
expressed on naïve T-cells, are also expressed on some
memory T-cells but are absent from a subset of CD8+ memory
T-cells characterized by high effector function and expression
of CD45RA (13, 14). CD27 interacts with its ligand, CD70,
and thus augments TCR-stimulated proliferation of CD8+ T-
cells (15). Similarly, CD28, which interacts with its ligands
B7.1 (CD80) and B7.2 (CD86) on antigen-presenting cells,
amplifies TCR-mediated T-cell proliferation, differentiation
and activation (16). It has been reported that CD27 is required
for the generation and maintenance of T-cell memory (17). 

CD44 is a cell surface transmembrane glycoprotein,
encoded by a single gene. The human CD44 gene is located
on the short arm of chromosome 11, containing at least 20
exons spanning about 50 kilobases of DNA. The gene is
composed of two groups of exons. One group, comprising
exons 1-5 and 16-20, are expressed together as the standard
form. The ten variable exons (exons 6-15) can be alternatively
spliced and included within the standard exons at an insertion
site between exons 5 and 16. Transcripts for this gene undergo
complex alternative splicing that results in many functionally
distinct isoforms. CD44 is expressed in a variety of tissues
derived from hematopoietic, epithelial, endothelial, and
mesodermal origins (18). CD44 expression on tumor cells is
documented to play a role in metastasis (19, 20) . CD44s (the
standard form) is known to be important in T-cell signaling
and a variety of immune cell functions (21-23). In addition,
CD44s plays a role in T- and B-cell adhesion (24), cell
aggregation (25), proliferation (26) and migration (27). CD44s
is also an important cytotoxic triggering molecule on CTL,
double-negative T-cells and natural killer (NK) cells in mice
(28). CD44 is also used to characterize T-cells in mice by the
simultaneous expression of four surface markers, according to
which they are phenotypically categorized as naïve, effector
or memory T-cells, based on generally accepted markers (29).
Currently, high expression of CD44 seems to be the most
reliable marker for memory cells in mice, both for CD4+ and
CD8+ cells (30, 31). Therefore, CD44 may play a role in
human memory T-cell generation and maintenance.

Recent success in adoptive transfer therapy of tumor-
specific T-cells for the treatment of melanoma in humans and
in animal models raises the possibility that this strategy may
be explored for other tumor types as well. Various
parameters, however, require optimization for successful
adoptive immunotherapy of cancer patients. Manipulations
of memory T-cell generation and maintenance in vitro may
improve adoptive immunotherapy. Understanding the role of
CD44 in generating and maintaining tumor-reactive memory
T-cells for adoptive cell transfer could lead to improved
immunotherapy for patients with cancer. Thus, the objective
of the present study was to characterize memory T-cells in
TILs from melanoma patients, determine the factors leading
to the loss of memory phenotype T-cells after T-cell rapid
expansion for adoptive cell transfer therapy, and understand
the role of CD44 in memory T-cell maintenance and
antitumor immune response.

Materials and Methods

TIL samples and their expansion. This study was approved by the
University of South Carolina Institute Review Board (HSA3671) and
Palmetto Health Institute Review Board (#2006-130 and #2010-88).
All patients in this study signed an Institutional Review Board-
approved consent. The techniques of TIL growth have already been
described in detail (32). Briefly, explants of small (2 mm3) tumor
fragments or 1×106 viable cells of tumor tissue digests were used to
initiate TIL cultures (denoted as IL-2-TIL) in 2 ml of RPMI-1640-
based medium (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA)
containing 10% human serum and 6000 IU/ml IL-2 (Chiron,
Emeryville, CA, USA). After 2-4 weeks of culture, usually several
million TILs were obtained and screened by IFN secretion assay
(PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NY, USA) for recognition of tumor cells.
Antitumor TIL cultures were further expanded in AIM V medium
(Invitrogen Life Technologies) supplemented with irradiated allogeneic
feeder cells, anti-CD3 antibody (OKT3; Ortho Biotech, Bridgewater,
NJ, USA), and 6000 IU/ml IL-2 (Chiron) (Rapid Expansion Protocol)
(32). This expansion protocol typically resulted in 1000-fold expansion
of cells by the time of administration, 14-15 days after initiation of the
expansion. All of the TILs (denoted as anti-CD3+IL-2-TILs) secreted
>100 pg/ml IFN-γ and at least twice the background in co-cultures
with autologous melanoma cells, HLA-matched melanoma cell lines,
or T2 cells pulsed with the dominant HLA-A2-restricted peptide
epitopes MART-1:27–35 or gp100:209–217 (Abgent, San Diego, CA,
USA). IL-2-TILs and anti-CD3+IL-2-TILs were further used in
characterizing T-cells with memory phenotype.

Peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) samples were
isolated from whole blood using Lymphocyte Separation Medium
(Cambrex, Walkersville, MD, USA) and used as allogeneic feeder
cells. Whole blood samples from healthy donors were purchased
from the Gulf Coast Regional Blood Center (Houston, TX, USA).

Fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS) analysis of memory
phenotypic marker expression. TIL samples were co-stained with
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) or peridinin-chlorophyll-protein
(PerCP)-conjugated anti-human CD8 monoclonal antibody (mAb)
and R-phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated mAbs against CCR7, CD62L,
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CD27 and CD28. They were co-stained with PE-conjugated anti-
human CD4 or CD8 mAb and FITC-conjugated anti-human CD44
mAb. They were also co-stained with FITC-conjugated anti-human
CD44 mAb and PE-conjugated mAbs against CCR7, CD62L, CD27
and CD28. Antibodies against human CCR7, CD4, CD8, CD27,
CD28, CD44 and CD62L were purchased from BD Biosciences
(Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Phenotypic marker expression was
analyzed using a Cytomics FC500 instrument (Beckman Coulter,
Indianapolis, IN, USA).

IL-2 and anti-CD3 antibody stimulation. All experiments were
performed in X-VIVO 15 medium (Cambrex) containing 10% fetal
calf serum. Due to the low availability, only anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL
samples were used in these experiments. A total of 1×106 cells per
well from anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL samples were cultured in 24-well plates
with 1 ml culture medium. Then, 0, 50, 250, 500 and 1000 CU/ml IL-
2, or 0, 5, 30, 100 and 250 ng/ml OKT3, or 1000 CU/ml IL-2 in
combination with different concentrations of OKT3, or 30 ng/ml
OKT3 in combination with different concentrations of IL-2 were
added to the culture medium to stimulate T-cells. After culture for two
days in a humidified incubator at 37˚C with 5% CO2, T-cells were co-

stained with PE-conjugated anti-human CD4 or CD8 mAb and FITC-
conjugated anti-human CD44 mAb for determination of regulation of
CD44 expression on T-cells by FACS analysis.

Anti-CD27 and CD28 antibody stimulation. Twenty-four-well plates
were coated with 0, 10 or 1000 ng/ml purified anti-CD27 or anti-CD28
mAb (BD Biosciences) in 1 ml of PBS per well at 4˚C overnight. After
the plates were washed with X-VIVO 15 medium twice, 1×106 cells
per well from anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL samples were cultured in the
antibody-coated plates with 1 ml culture medium of X-VIVO 15
medium (Cambrex) containing 10% fetal calf serum. After culture for
two days in a humidified incubator at 37˚C with 5% CO2, T-cells were
co-stained with PE-conjugated anti-human CD4 or CD8 mAb and
FITC-conjugated anti-human CD44 mAb for determination of
regulation of CD44 expression on T-cells by FACS analysis.

CD44 down-regulation by siRNA. Human CD44 siRNA and negative
control siRNA were purchased from Dharmacon (Chicago, IL,
USA). SiRNA (0, 40, 200 and 1000 nM) was introduced into
lymphocytes in TIL samples by electroporation using an ECM803
electroporation System (BTX, Holliston, MA, USA) at 400 V for
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Figure 1. Representative profile of memory phenotype marker expression on CD8+ T-cells in an IL-2-TIL sample from a melanoma patient. The
IL-2-TIL sample was initiated from a melanoma patient in the presence of high-dose interleukin-2 (IL-2), and the expression of memory phenotype
markers on T-cells was determined by flow cytometric analysis after staining with mAbs against human CCR7, CD27, CD28, CD62L and CD8. The
x-axis represents the fluorescence staining with anti-CD8-PerCP, and the y-axis represents staining with anti-CCR7-PE (A), anti-CD62L-PE (B), anti-
CD27-PE (C), and anti-CD28-PE (D), respectively.



500 μs. After electroporation, 1×106 T-cells were transferred into a
24-well plate with 1 ml of X-VIVO 15 medium containing 10%
fetal calf serum in each well and incubated at 37˚C with 5% CO2.
After culture for two days, CD44 down-regulation in T-cells was
monitored by FACS analysis. Meanwhile, 1×106 antigen-specific
and HLA-matched melanoma tumor cells were added to each well.
After culture for an additional day, IFN-γ and IL-2 release in the
culture supernatant were determined by ELISA.

ELISA assay of IFN-γ and IL-2 production. ELISA kits for IFN-γ
and IL-2 production analysis were purchased from PeproTech
(Rocky Hill, NY, USA). ELISA assay was performed according to

the manufacturer’s instructions. The culture supernatants from in
vitro tumor stimulation of lymphocytes in the TIL samples were
used for IFN-γ and IL-2 ELISA assay

Statistical analysis. Data were analyzed by Mann-Whitney U-test,
and differences were considered significant at p<0.05.

Results

Loss of T-cells with memory phenotype after expansion using
anti-CD3+IL-2. Because immune memory has a critical role
in mediating protection against infections as well as
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Figure 2. Comparison of memory phenotype marker expression on CD8+ T-cells between IL-2-TIL microcultures and anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL samples
from melanoma patients. IL-2-TIL microcultures represent TIL samples which were initiated from the tumor specimens resected from melanoma
patients in the presence of high-dose interleukin-2 (IL-2) for two or three weeks. Anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL samples refer to the TIL samples for adoptive
cell transfer after using the rapid expansion protocol in the presence of high-dose IL-2, anti-CD3 antibody and allogeneic peripheral blood
mononuclear cells for two weeks. T-Cells from both IL-2-TIL microculture samples and anti-CD3-IL-2-TIL samples were co-stained with 
R-phycoerythrin-conjugated anti-human CD27, CD28, CD62L and fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated anti-human CD8 for FACS analysis. The
percentage of CD8+CD62L+ (A), CD8+CD27+ (B) and CD8+CD28+ (C) T-cells from both IL-2-TIL microculture samples and anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL
samples were calculated and compared.



potentiating allergic and autoimmune diseases, we
determined if memory T-cells are present in the IL-2-TIL
microculture samples from melanoma patients. Flow
cytometric analysis indicated that the CD8+ T-cells in the
TIL samples did not express CCR7, but a significant
proportion of cells expressed CD62L, CD27 and CD28.
Representative data are shown in Figure 1 and data from
multiple samples are depicted in Figure 2. Analysis of
multiple TIL samples showed that CD8+ T-cells in the initial
IL-2-TIL microcultures generated from the tumor tissues of
melanoma patients did not express CCR7. However, 35±5%
of the CD8+ T-cells expressed CD62L, 67±5% expressed
CD27 and 70±6% expressed CD28, suggesting that effector
memory T-cells could be identified in the TIL samples from
melanoma patients for adoptive cell transfer (Figure 2). As
shown in Figure 1, almost all T-cells in IL-2-TIL
microculture samples were CD8+ T-cells, and thus we
focused on the analysis of memory phenotype marker
expression on CD8+ T-cells in TIL samples.

As the numbers of T-cells generated during an initial
culture in IL-2 are not generally deemed sufficient for
treatment, those cells are generally expanded in a rapid
expansion protocol using irradiated feeder cells to obtain
sufficient T-cells for treatment (32). Experimental data
showed that 85±4% of T-cells in anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL samples
were CD8+ T-cells, suggesting that a small proportion of the
cells may have down-regulated CD8 expression.
Furthermore, the CD8+ T-cells in the anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL
samples, as compared with the initial IL-2-TIL microcultures
before using the rapid expansion protocol, had significantly
lower levels of CD62L and CD27 expression, reduced from
35±5% down to 5±1% and from 67±5% down to 34±5%
respectively (Figure 2). CD28 expression, however, did not
change dramatically after the large-scale expansion (70±6%
before expansion and 62±5% after expansion). The effect of
rapid expansion on CCR7 expression on T-cells was not
evaluated due to there being a very low level of CCR7
expression on T-cells in the IL-2-TIL microculture samples.
These data demonstrated that rapid T-cell expansion led to
the significant loss of effector memory T-cells. 

Association between CD44 expression and memory
phenotype marker expression on T-cells. Inasmuch as CD44
is a multifunctional glycoprotein, we were interested in
determining the level of expression of CD44 on CD8+ T-cells
in TILs in order to understand its role in T-cell activity. Flow
cytometric analysis indicated that CD8+ T-cells in the anti-
CD3+IL-2-TILs from melanoma patients expressed CD44
heterogeneously and the majority of T-cells in anti-CD3+IL-
2-TIL samples were CD44 positive (Figure 3). 

High expression of CD44 seems to be the most reliable
marker for memory cells in mice, both for CD4+ and CD8+

cells. Thus, we examined if CD44 expression is associated

with memory T-cells in human lymphocytes. FACS analysis
indicated that all CD27+ and CD28+ T-cells in the TIL sample
from a melanoma patient expressed high levels of CD44
(Figure 4), whereas the CD27–, CD28–, CD62L– and CCR7–

T-cells were heterogeneous for the level of expression of
CD44. The results suggested that CD44 may represent a good
marker for defining memory T-cells in human lymphocytes
and possibly may play an important role in the generation and
maintenance of memory T-cells in the TIL samples from
melanoma patients for adoptive immunotherapy.

Loss of CD44 expression during expansion with anti-CD3+IL-
2. Our analysis indicated that CD44 expression might be a
good marker for memory T-cells in human TILs (Figure 4),
and T-cell expansion may cause the loss of T-cells with
memory phenotype (Figure 2). It is valuable to understand if
rapid expansion also reduces the CD44 expression on T-cells.
Our results indicated that T-cell expansion stimulated by high-
dose IL-2, anti-CD3 antibody and allogeneic PBMCs led to
significant loss of CD44 expression on T-cells in TIL samples
(Figure 5). Thus, CD44 may represent a reliable marker in
identifying memory T-cells in human lymphocytes and
modulation of CD44 expression on T-cells may maintain
memory T-cells during rapid expansion of TIL samples for
adoptive cell transfer therapy.

Factors regulating CD44 expression during expansion with
anti-CD3+IL-2. Because T-cell expansion stimulated by high-
dose IL-2, anti-CD3 antibody and allogeneic peripheral
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Figure 3. CD44 expression on CD8+ T-cells in the anti-CD3+IL-2-TILs
from melanoma patients for adoptive cell transfer. T-Cells from anti-
CD3+IL-2-TIL samples were stained with R-phycoerythrin (PE)-
conjugated anti-human CD8 antibody and fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC)-conjugated anti-human CD44 antibody and then FACS analysis
was performed to determine CD44 expression on T-cells. CD44
expression on CD8+ T-cells from a representative TIL sample derived
from a melanoma patient is shown. The x-axis represents CD44 staining
and the y-axis CD8 staining.



lymphocytes led to significant loss of CD44 expression on T-
cells in TILs (Figure 5), we next determined which factors are
associated with CD44 down-regulation in T-cells. The results
showed that stimulation with >50 CU/ml IL-2 or 
>30 ng/ml anti-CD3 antibody (OKT3) significantly reduced
CD44 expression on CD8+ T-cells (p<0.05) (Figure 6A and
6B). Stimulation by the combination of OKT3 and IL-2, even
at low concentrations, significantly reduced CD44 expression
on CD8+ T-cells (p<0.01) (Figure 6C and 6D). Stimulation of
CD27 and CD28 co-stimulatory molecules, however, did not
significantly affect CD44 expression on CD8+ T-cells during
rapid expansion (p=0.33-0.67) (Figure 7). Thus, OKT3 and IL-
2 stimulation may be factors which caused the loss of CD44
expression on T-cells in TILs during rapid expansion of T-cells.

Inhibition of antitumor immune response by CD44 down-
regulation on TILs. We next addressed if CD44 down-
regulation plays a role in T-cell functions in human antitumor

immunity. Our studies demonstrated that CD44 expression
on TIL samples from melanoma patients could be
dramatically down-regulated by use of siRNA (p<0.0001)
(Figure 8A). Down-regulation of CD44 expression led to
significant inhibition of IL-2 and IFNγ release from TIL
samples upon tumor stimulation (p<0.001) (Figure 8B and
8C), suggesting that CD44 may be involved in antitumor
immune response.

Discussion

Recent success in the use of in vitro activation followed by in
vivo re-infusion of tumor-specific T-cells for the treatment of
melanoma in humans (1, 33) and in animal models (34)
raises the possibility that this strategy may also be explored
for other tumor types. It has been documented that immune
memory has a critical role in mediating protection against
infections, as well as potentiating allergic and autoimmune
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Figure 4. Coexpression of CD44 and the memory phenotype markers on T-cells in a representative anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL sample from a melanoma
patient. T-Cells from anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL sample were stained with R-phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated anti-human CCR7, CD62L, CD27, CD28
monoclonal antibodies and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated anti-human CD44 monoclonal antibody and then flow cytometric analysis
was performed to determine the association between CD44 expression and the memory phenotype marker expression on T-cells. Coexpression of
CD44 and the memory phenotype markers on T-cells from a representative TIL sample derived from a melanoma patient is shown. The x-axis
represents the fluorescence staining of CD44, and the y-axis represents CCR7 (A), CD62L (B), CD27 (C) and CD28 (D) staining, respectively. 



diseases (35-37). Mouse model studies demonstrated that
transfer of cells with memory properties may be superior
mediators of an antitumor response (38). Our current
analysis indicated that CCR7–CD62L+CD27+CD28+ effector
memory T-cells were present in TIL samples for adoptive
cell transfer therapy of melanoma patients (Figure 1). These
effector memory T-cells may play an important role in tumor
regression mediated by transferred T-cells in melanoma
patients after adoptive cell transfer therapy.

The emergence of memory T-cells, their maintenance, and
their re-activation upon re-exposure to antigen are very
important factors in cancer immunology. Various parameters
are required for optimization of memory T-cell generation in
vitro, as well as for optimization of active immunization with
antitumor memory T-cell responses in vivo. The flexibility in
manipulation of T-cells in vitro may facilitate generating
optimal antitumor immunity, including long-lasting memory
T-cells, which would not be possible with purely in vivo
immunization strategies. T-Cells for in vitro stimulation and
expansion remove tumor cells from the in vivo activation
environment. This eliminates the adverse possibility of re-
creating patient’s own ineffective in vivo antitumor T-cell
priming process. Instead, in the absence of tumor cells, the
immune response may be skewed toward desirable
generation of memory T-cells. Therefore, it is critical to
determine if memory T-cells are maintained during in vitro
activation and expansion. Studies in a TCR transgenic mouse
model indicated that after multiple in vitro stimulations with
specific antigen and IL-2, naïve pmel-1 cells (gp100-reactive
T-cells) differentiated into fully mature effector CD8+

T-cells, as indicated by the progressive down-regulation of
CD62L, CCR7 and CD27, and the acquisition of an effector
phenotype was associated with an increase in cytolytic
activity. Acquisition of full effector function in vitro,
however, paradoxically impairs the in vivo antitumor efficacy
of adoptively transferred CD8+ T-cells (39). Our results
demonstrated that in vitro activation and large-scale
expansion by the rapid expansion protocol using high-dose
IL-2, anti-CD3 antibody and allogeneic peripheral blood
lymphocytes significantly reduced the population of CD27+

and CD62L+ CD8+ T-cells in the TIL samples (Figure 2),
suggesting that the rapid expansion protocol led to a
significant loss of memory T-cells. Large-scale T-cell
expansion in vitro is an essential step to obtain enough
antitumor lymphocytes for adoptive cell transfer
immunotherapy. Thus, loss of memory T-cells during T-cell
expansion may represent a limiting factor for successful
adoptive T-cell transfer therapy for cancer.

Classic T-cell memory, which is long lived in that it can be
recalled long after the initial exposure to antigen, is carried
out by small resting lymphocytes rather than ones with the
characteristics of activated effectors. In the mouse, naïve T-
cells are CD44 low, and memory T-cells are CD44 high, and

low in the expression of activation markers such as CD25 and
CD69 (40, 41). Currently, high expression of CD44 seems to
be the most reliable marker for memory cells in mice, both
for CD4+ and CD8+ cells (30, 41). Therefore, CD44 may also
play a role in human memory T-cell generation and
maintenance. Moreover, in mature lymphocytes, CD44 is up-
regulated in response to antigenic stimuli and may participate
in the effector stage of immunological responses (28, 42).
Thus, CD44 expression on T-cells in TIL samples for
adoptive cell transfer was examined. The results showed that
T-cells in TILs expressed CD44 heterogeneously and the
majority of T-cells were CD44+ (Figure 3), suggesting that
CD44 may play a role in the regulation of T-cell functions in
antitumor immunity (Figure 8). It has been reported that
CD44 plays a role in hematopoiesis (43), T-cell development
(44), T-cell adhesion (24), activation (45), proliferation (26),
migration (27) and CD4+CD25+ regulatory T-cell function
(46). Animal studies discovered that CD44-deficient T-cells
exhibited a specific defect in interstitial migration and were
thus impaired in their tumor rejection (47). Therefore, CD44
may play a role in antitumor immune response. Our further
studies demonstrated that there was a close association
between CD44 expression and the other memory phenotypic
marker expression (Figure 4). CD44 expression on CD8+ T-
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Figure 5. Comparison of CD44 expression on T-cells between IL-2-TIL
microcultures and anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL samples from melanoma patients.
The IL-2-TIL microcultures refer to the TIL samples which were initiated
from the tumor specimens resected from melanoma patients in the
presence of high-dose interleukin-2 (IL-2) for two or three weeks.  Anti-
CD3+IL-2-TIL samples refer to the TIL samples after using the rapid
expansion protocol in the presence of high-dose interleukin-2 
(IL-2), anti-CD3 antibody and allogeneic peripheral blood monocytes
for two weeks. T-Cells from both IL-2-TIL microculture samples and anti-
CD3+IL-2-TIL samples were co-stained with R-phycoerythrin (PE)-
conjugated anti-human CD44 and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-
conjugated anti-human CD8 for flow cytometric analysis. The percentage
of CD8+CD44+T-cells from both IL-2-TIL microculture samples and
anti-CD3+IL-2-TIL samples were calculated and compared.



cells in TILs was significantly down-regulated after in vitro
stimulation and expansion with high-dose IL-2, anti-CD3
antibody and allogeneic peripheral blood lymphocytes (Figure
5). These data indicated that CD44 appears to be a good
marker in defining memory T-cells in human and probably
plays a role in the generation and maintenance of memory T-
cells for adoptive cell transfer therapy for melanoma patients.

Although the effect of cytokines on CD44 expression and
binding capacity has been investigated in different cell types
(18), regulation of CD44 expression on T-cells has not yet been
elucidated. The results presented here showed that IL-2 and
anti-CD3 antibody (OKT3) stimulation significantly reduced
CD44 expression on CD8+ T-cells (Figure 6). Stimulation of
co-stimulatory molecules using anti-CD27 and anti-CD28
antibodies, however, did not significantly affect CD44

expression on CD8+ T-cells during rapid expansion (Figure 7).
Thus, we provide evidence for the first time that OKT3 and IL-
2 stimulation may be factors which caused the loss of CD44
expression on T-cells in TILs during rapid expansion. It has
been reported that in vitro stimulation of tumor-reactive
cytotoxic T lymphocytes by anti-CD3 and anti-CD28
antibodies in the presence of IL-2 reduced the expression of
memory marker CD62L substantially (48) and transcriptional
repressors of IL-2 signaling increased the memory CD8+ T-cell
response (49). It is important to determine which factors may
maintain or up-regulate CD44 expression on T-cells during T-
cell expansion and it is expected that these may maintain
memory T-cells during T-cell expansion.

In summary, this study shows that effector memory T-cells
were present in IL-2-TIL samples. Rapid expansion of T-cells
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Figure 6. Effect of interleukin-2 (IL-2) and anti-CD3 antibody stimulation on CD44 expression on CD8+ T-cells in TILs. T-Cells in TIL samples
were stimulated with different concentrations of IL-2 (A), anti-CD3 antibody (OKT3) (B), or combination of IL-2 and OKT3 (C and D) in X-VIVO
15 culture medium for two days. T-Cells were then stained with R-phycoerythrin-conjugated anti-human CD44 and fluorescein isothiocyanate-
conjugated anti-human CD8 for flow cytometric analysis. The mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of CD8+CD44+ T-cells from TIL samples were
calculated and compared at various concentrations of IL-2, anti-CD3 antibody, or combinations of IL-2 and anti-CD3 antibody.



resulting from culturing cells with OKT3 Ab, IL-2 and
irradiated allogeneic cells significantly led to a loss of T-cells
with CD44-associated memory phenotype in TIL samples for
adoptive cell transfer therapy. Down-regulation of CD44
expression in TILs dramatically reduced IFN-γ and IL-2
release from T-cells upon tumor stimulation. Our data
demonstrated that the regulation of CD44 expression in TILs
may play an important role in memory T-cell maintenance and
antitumor immune response. It is expected that the maintenance
and up-regulation of CD44 expression on T-cells to enhance
memory T-cells in TIL samples may lead to improved adoptive
cell transfer immunotherapy for cancer patients. 
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